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FRAMING THE CONVERSATION

 Today’s Digital Environment – a sampling:
 The Internet of Things
 The Smart Grid
 Intelligent Agents
 Large-scale Data Mining

 The common themes:
 Crossing organizational and domain boundaries
 Numerous and dynamic relationships
 Diverse contexts, frames of reference, perspectives, 

assumptions
 Crossing boundaries and managing dynamic relationships are 

the underappreciated hallmarks of the digital environment
 Many still take a mostly controlled environment and static 

approach
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KEY ENVIRONMENT ENABLERS

 Explicit Representation of Network Entity Semantic:
 Scope
 Frames of Reference (e.g., ontologies, standards, coordinate 

systems, naming authorities, etc.)
 Organizational and/or Domain Contexts and Perspectives

 Note that these are distinct but related considerations:
 Scope may dictate or be constrained by frames of reference 

used
 Perspectives may suggest appropriate scope descriptive 

attributes
 Desired scope and organizational/domain/context  

perspectives may suggest a need for new frames of 
reference

 All of these entail significant socio-political and economic 
processes
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EMBRACING DIVERSITY

 Commonality is only meaningful and useful in terms of the differences that it 
bridges

 We need a way of enumerating and characterizing, or better yet, 
quantifying the differences in semantic context and perspective

 Bridging  semantic difference through commonality doesn’t scale because 
of diversity and complexity

 Enabling semantic interoperability in the network ecosystem requires 
respect for, and accommodation of, diversity in context, scope, and 
domain/organizational perspectives

 Explicit representation of these in a network-accessible form is key to 
semantic discovery and interoperability – or not!

 Agreement on how to represent scope, etc. on the network is desirable, 
but explicit representation is useful even prior to agreement/commonality

 Just knowing that one is not interoperable with another can be very 
useful, if for no other reason than to trigger some mapping or 
convergence process
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SEMANTIC DIVERSITY EXAMPLES

The following examples all presented semantic interoperability 
challenges and required special schema accommodations
 “Stop” versus “leg” perspectives in transportation domain systems
 Asset ownership by operating unit vice ownership by home base
 Treating mid-air refueling as “airports in the sky”
 Content vice container vice “prime mover” perspectives in 

transportation domain
 Entity identification based on context, e.g., vehicle VIN license plate 

number, title number, tax or toll ID, fleet or asset number, delivery 
ID,   route or flight number, etc.

 NASA local system spatial data services vice geospatial data 
services and 2-D vice 3-D and 4-D
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CHARACTERIZING CONTEXT, SCOPE 
AND PERSPECTIVES

 Organizational and domain scope characterization appears to be 
an area ripe for academic exploration and pragmatic exploitation

 The NCOIC has developed the SCOPE™ model for exploring and 
characterizing semantic interoperability issues due to diversity in 
scope, context, and domain/organizational perspectives

 Grounded in actual issues encountered in a broad range of 
real-world systems

 Explicitly extensible
 Supported with a stakeholder engagement methodology

 However, it is not a network accessible semantic discovery tool
 Could serve as the basis for an initial attribute framework for 

one
 http://

www.ncoic.org/technology/technical-products/nco-attribute-me
asurement-tools
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THE WAY FORWARD

 Develop an attribute set for characterizing the scope, applicable 
contexts, and organizational/domain perspectives of ontologies and 
the network entities that use them

 Encourage ontology developers to explicitly characterize their 
ontologies with respect to the relevant attributes

 Like consumer product content labels and usage restriction 
warning labels

 Allow system developers to learn about available ontologies and 
their scope limitations and perspectives

 Utilize scope characterization attributes to capture 
relationships among ontologies and guide mappings and 
“transitions” between ontologies

 Identify and promote “business models” for ontology libraries and 
ontology mapping, assessment, and broker services (e.g., travel 
web sites)

 Develop ontologies for characterizing context, scope, and domain 
perspectives and reasoners that can handle some automated 
mapping 7
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